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Problem statement. Scheduled Traffic State
Machines. ListExecute state machine
• EXECUTE_CYCLE state start is
driven by the synchronized
clock distributed i.e. over
802.1AS mechanisms but the
Tick driving various events
within the cycle, it is driven
by an implementationspecific system clock
• So: there is no explicit
mechanism specified,
ensuring that events
happening within the gating
cycle are not driven by the
local clock of a device, which
could be
imprecise/depending on the
quartz quality

Example
• SetGateStates() operations cannot
surely be driven by the 802.1AS clock,
whilst the Tick is not driven by the
802.1AS clock (see definition 8.6.9.4.16)
• Thus: 2 devices with oscillator drifts of
+-100ppm and 1 event per each,
scheduled at the end of a 10ms gating
cycle, the execution of events would
potentially be 2us apart from each other
(scaling with the gating-cycle length)

Handling the issue at the scheduler
implementation
• Considering the point presented to be a "fairly static" systematic
error, that can be considered in a scheduler, there is still the issue of
oscillator drift being shock/temperature-dependent, so a machine’s
timing behavior might change with change in environmental
conditions (something that would be normally taken care of, by using
the synchronized clock)
• scheduler implementations need to be aware of the implementation:
scheduling events at the end of the scheduling list might not be executed (e.g.
If the device is @-100ppm) => a certain amount of entries at the end of the
table need to remain unused

Other points. Proposal
• Interoperability issues may arise
• Proposal:
• Let us have a system requirement in the JP 60802 System Requirements list so
that we mandate the Tick to be driven by the 802.1AS synchronized clock

